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There.is no question that we should be concerned aboUt literacy in a

highly complex society such as :ours. Literacy) however,,often tonnotates

matery of a "basic" set of cognitive skills only. The competency testing

movemfint and the "back-to-the-basics" philosophy have generated the position

in the minds of,many persons, both lay and professional, that we must return

to a curriculum that develops these cognitive skills as its prime goal. Yet

literacy is, and most be considered, more than the mastery of a selected set

of cognitive skills. Affect is also 6401c, In addressing the literacy

concept, Charlotte Huck, (19/9, page 20) has aptly stated:

There is . . . . . ,(a) group of. students who are literate, who know
, how to read but just never do, for they have never found pny pleasurek,

.in reading. In England they refer to these stUdents as ex-literates'
1

and I have called them our 'Illiterate literates." Certainly we
want to go beyond this kind of literacy.

Cognitive skills are important for they provide a basis for a perSon's

being able to read. Affect is also.important because it provides the de0re,

and the will to read (Alexander-and Filler., 1976). .Today, there are.curricula

that are devoted maiply to the development of cognitive skills, focusing On

li$ts of pompeienciesliskill sequences, pre- and post-tests, ditto sheets,

and workbooks. At times, computer programming is also involved. Few would

tO Oarrel that skills are important. Our position is that learners (in\this

Wer, bow they,feeI 004 reAding) are eq ually important.
.40
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Support for 'consideration of affect 'as basic has both physiologiCal .and
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theoretical bases. 'As noted by Robeck and Wilson (1974, Chapter 2), there is

a physiological basis for considering affect as basic in the learning process.

-Wrior to the time incoming information is proceqed for storage in the cortex,

) it Os$'es through the limbic' system ln4e teticular formation at.the lower

part of the brain where pleasure or puni hment loaflings are added. Thus, how

a learner feels about the information being processed affects his learnieg and

later utilization of that information.

A theoretical basis can also be cited for the role of affect as a basic

factor in learning to read and in continuing to read. In his model of the

function of attitude in the reading process, Mathewson (1976) focused on five

components: attitude, motivation, attention, comprehensionand acceptance.

tHespositedattitude (defined as evaluati've responses to aspects of reading input

such as form, content, and format) -as the central construct. In this model,

metivaktion and attitude work together to create the condition in which the child

! attends to and perforts the cognitive processes necessgry to camprehend,the

material. He states that if "attitude is favorable and the motivations.are

appropriate, comprehension works at peak efficiency. If, however', attitude is

unfavorable or if motivation is inappropriate, or not present, comPrehension

becomes' inefficient" (Mathewson, 1976, page:663).

In light of the recent interest among educators (Mathewson, 1976/in the

eftective domain'as.related to academic achievement in general and to reading

Achievement in particular, the findings from research on 'attitudes toward

reading need to be readily available to persons interested in the impleMentation

or improvement of a reading program. Patsy M. Davis conducted a study (1978),

the purposes of Which were to identify the research that had t*en conducted on
.

student attitudes toward reading, to determine the relative merit of each study,

' and to draw conclusions from the best of that research. In order tb set some

limitations for this study she decidid, to" include only those .reSearch studth I



published in American journals from Or through 1977: Only original research

reports were included and only those wh'ere attitudes were a major focus on

the'research.

Major findings based on research reportt which met her standard of quality

when evaluatled with Suydam's Instrument for Evaluating Educational Research (1965

are as follows (Davis and Alexander, 1979):

1. Good comprehension is related to (positive) good aftitudes toward

reading. Poor comprehension is related to poor Attitudes.

2. Attitudes affect achievement. Attitudes becóme more positive with

improved achievement. Attitudes are more related,to achievement

than to ability as determined by IQ scores.

3. Intelligence.is clot an accurate predictor of attitudes. Teachers

tend to overestimate the attitudes of good students (high IQ) and

underestimate the attitudes of poor students (low IQ).

When res6rchers looked at relattonships between attitudes and self-

concept, it was found that positive attitudes were related to good

'self-concepts and negat*e attitudes were related to negative self-

concepts. Attitudes toward reading become less tpsitive with an increas

in the age of the students. Class size does not appear to be related

to attitudes toward.reading.
%

Some research studies reported that girli had more positive attitudes

toward reading, some studies reported that boys had more positive

attitudes, and some.studies reporte0 no diffeyence in positive/newtive

attitudes,and the se$Cof the participant.

Socioeconomic status and race do not appear to be significantly

related to student attitudes toward reading. What parents do in the

home seem to affect Attitudes more than do such factors as father's

, occupation socioeconomic status of family, edsicational leyel of parents
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or the number of books in the home. J
7. Content of textbooks, instructional programs (web as teieyision

and paperbacks), and classroom organization may affect attitudes

toward reading.and can be used to change attitudes. .Attitudes

may be an important supplement to a readability index.

A
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Improving Reading,Attitudes in School

7

Based on analysis of the research related to reading attitudes Alexander.

0970 has said that

"It is difficult to suggest particular programs and strategies that work
in most situations since attitudes tend to be highly specific to given indivi-
duals. The tasks of the teacher are to try out ideas and utilize those that
are most. productive for given individuals or groups and to change strategies
when those used.are not effective.:."

Most children begin elementary school as non-readers, Thro4hout most of

their early schooling they are dependent readers, that is, they need guidance,

help, direction.and instruction. The remainder of this paper deals with two

specific practices in reading instruction thAt can provide exciting opportuni-

' ..tAersAlt help children's reading attitude.

Creative Readin9 and Reading Attitudes

s

Turner (1980) has said:

"my definition of Creative reading is A very simple one. I believe that-
treative readiAg'is reading with a product. Now that product may be an action
or merely a thought. It may pass in a flash of time or endure for'years.- It
may'be complex or simple, incomplete or finished, huge* Microscopic,
sophisticated or naive refined or in the rough. I Imotionally rejeal the
idea, but -it is probably,true.that ittay bt for goodTor evil. But the noint-\
is that the product is not the author's. It. is ours. .What we read supplies
'the inspiratlOn and-tKe.tatlySt."

By this kind of definition creative reading implies, first of all, a

positive set toWarewhat is read, We say to ourselves, "This author that am
. .\

reading has something good for me, something I can use." The authors contend

that If we c.n itudents, 'at whatever .lev41 of reading they may be on, to read

6
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creatively, any reading attitude problem they may have had is solved.

Now this does not mean that a child reading four years below his or her

chronological age norms will suddenly be reading above grade'level. Neither

does it mean that the "feeling" is permanent. It may be lost if we do not

continub to work at reading as a creative act. What it does mean is that

reading will stop being useless to this child.

Creative .reading may be a serendipity_reaction which is.unplanhed,(but

simply-inspired. Any reading material may have the power to strike a spark of

imaginatton in the reader. But creative reading can ialso be an intentional'

act in which-the reader is searching purposefully for pn idea. Whether the

reader has interided to get ideas from reading or simply been surprised by them,

the expectation that this "kind" of thing could happen is always part of the

creative rea 's motivation to read. Its potential enjoyment provtdes one

of the g'!t satisfactions of reading to him or her.

Creative i-eading may be conceptualized to be at least the following five

forms and combinations thereof:

1: Model imitation or finding ideas, forms and/or language that,attract

the reader to emulate.

2 -Idea extension,:elaboration, or:augmentation.

3. Visualization or giving physical for7-to images created by reading materialt:

4..
Incorporatidn of fragments of language or thought encountered in reading

A

.
material or into larger or different kinds of thought patterns that are

the reader's own.

5. bevelopment of Wught usually manifested in oral'or written language

eithercontradicting or supporting ideas as they are perceived from print.
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*ctivities can be developed Which will aid students of all reading levels

to. become creative readers. Obviously there is almost an implied hierarchy in

the five types suggeSted. In the following section we hav.e focused on folk

tales usipg the broadest definition of this story type. Folk tales were selected

because they are_familiar to many people, are present in some way in every

difficulty level' of reading material, and because theY-express broad human

1

values, feelings, and aspirations: The activities d'escribed here are obviously

adaptable to other types df reading materials.

1. 'Model Imttations,

In this- form'of creative reading _the rgader'is inspired to find creative
,

ways of doing. the same thing as

(t

be author, Contradictory as this may

,. sound' it can be a very Creative activity. Es'sentially, one of the author's

forms or his or her'style slightly.or adapted. Short pith
. .

.statements 'such as folkisayings or simple well said siatements . are good
1

- models to start., In .the examle below a folk story cliche is the "model",,
witt the reader trying to keep the essential mood of the.story type.

,

. .

Example - "Once UponiRg"

Teacher Ta,lk to Students
f

The most familiar begihtigs. for tales include, "Once upob a time..."
.

and "Once, long, long, agor." .Look through folk tales to see if you can

flnd seveital o4er wAys in which' the teller-breaks intO the., story. Then

Thven'it, .s9meopening itnes of your own that keep that magical. adventurous
'r' '

far-offi atfyl plp.ce aura of the folk tale. -Here are JuSt a few examples

of ,ifie kitrt, of, opening you can invent. yourselves.

\ ' r .

'



Chalk Board Talk or Handout

"In a fOrgotten land and .

a forgotten time..."

"Before steel, or loom, or candle, (4. book..."

"Before the tallest tree
was even a seedling,.."

"When daWn-thists-thrade mystery'shapes...1!

"In an age when a brave deed or a well told tale

meant more than.gold..."

"When the forest was young and great, and no ax had yet

given the death kiss to a tree..."

"In a time ,when Vie nearest neighbor

was a day's hard ride away...."

"In a place and . time that only the oldest tales remembered..."

Follow through. Discuss the 'feel" of.the words helping the chiTdren ,ense

mood,. Try substituting synonyms and antonyms. Talk about meaning and

other ways of expressing ideas. Let the children search for
,

other

"fine and fancy" ways to begin or end stories.

Idea
EXtension?-Elaboraiion and Augmentation

CreatiVe reading involves a fantasy voyage, for the mihd. 'To a creative

reader daydreaming-is natural. They-anticipate endings and 'outcomes and

then envision added,event and new situationsjor characters in stories.

They fe91 unanswered questions whtch they would lik to answer. themselves.

,, k

'Teacher, questions may,help readers tO dothiS kind of thinkihg'. For

example, th teicher thight ask Apoueother ad'venturs that could 'happen

for a particUlar tall tale hero. What would sUch characters belikely

to do in new SiMiationi?
Similarly the teacher might ask tibot ii/ents

lhat could be added to the plot of "Sntio White" or "Cinderella" to lengthen'
c.

the stories, modernize them, or make the itory more realistic. AugmentingL.



may be invoked by simply adding a phrase or unfinished sentence to the

story. One of the.simplest agumenting devices for fairy tales is to add

a-"because" to the familiar "they lived happily ever after".ending of the

stypical tale. Foll?wing is still anotheriaugmenting activity that is built

on character images.

Great Character Riddles

Teacher Talk--

This is your chance to write a riddle full of clues about a folk tale

character. Choose a character out of a story you have read. Don't tell

anyone! Keep it a secret. Pick.a character who has two of the qualities

below.

'Board Talk or Handout

1. Handsome/beautiful 6. Ugly

2. Fearful/frightening 7. Calming

3. Strange/odd 8. Average/normal

4, Clever 9. Stupid

5. Bold .10. Timid

Your riddle should tell more about the character than the story; actually

did. Follow each step slowly. You may need,mere than one sentence for

,

1-,. 1
,

each clue, Number your clues.

1. Find something .or someone to compare the character to. Your sentence

light look 1.ike this. " WaS tiki! QuatAh_g_grayra.
If

2. Tell why ihe charatter is like your choice of comparable objects or

1,

persons. Like this , "This was because

wasarairritable,
Tell about each ofthe characters fatiai fiatiires and then write a

-
A

)

sentence about the whole face (or faces) ,of the character./
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1 had a huge nose crd li;ttle red eyes."

4. Write a sentence about the way the charac er speaks. (Is it soft or loud,

raspy or smoothe, high or low, etc.) ",
spoke in a'

gruff loud voice."

5. Tell something which people who have known the character might.say about
"be

him/her. For example: "Everyone was afraid of him and'said, 'Don't go

up there' ."

6. Finish your riddle with a sentence including A "string" of four or more

. /

adjectives or describing wards about the character. For example: "He was

vile, vain, ugly and bullying and oozed through the story without looking

anyone straight in the eye."

(Answer: The Ogre in "Puss 'n Boots.")

3. Visualization

Visualization is the process of giving concrete form to the mental image,

resulting from reading. This is one of the easiest and earliest of

creative reading activities. Because the tasks are h4ghly motivating,

they can give less active readers a Chance to see pu'rpose in reading:

The activities give a personally rewarding and gratifying sense of

accomplishment (by giving a.product to the reader), and do not necessarily

require any language production skills. The variety of teacher"creatable"

as.well as reader created visualization activities is infinite. Vfsualiza-
,.

tion requires not just that the reader recreate what an author has seen and

tried to describe but that he or she include personal-meanings and per-

ceptions. Typical activities include illUstrating stories and Poems,

' building story collages and bulletin boards, mtking character masks, drawinc

And painting murals, etc. Among the ideas which may be:less familiar are

making pictorial maps aild pictorial time lines. For both of these

I 1
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the first step is to identify from the story all of ,the possible events

6

and the pltices where they occur. These may be put-on cards for

convenience. In mapping the imagination is used to show each site or

setting in the story with some pictorial representation and to show the ,

geographic relationships.

The time line requires that each event be represented either sym-

bolically or pictoriyly as welL Then these representattons are ordered

in sequence of chronology along the line. A clothes pen time-line using

rope or string or a pictorial time,line may be used depending on preference.

Incorporatión

In this form the reader's analytic and synthetic thinking abilities are

called upon. The reader is producing his or her own ideas pulling only

'fragments from the reading. E,pr.older readers, this may mean writing

.full descriptions of events or adventures onl( Mentioned in.a story or

"spinoffs" involving using a story .character in a n'ew adventure can also

be written. Simple variations are more practical for eleMentary age readers.

Below is an,example of one variation.

Example: (Board orHandout)

Choose a folk tale of some kind where soMething magical happens. Use

.thesmagical event in aw-Aif - then" sentence dreaming tip anothqr' piece of

magic. Here are some examples:

Fru* "Jack and the Beanstalk''

If there were giants in the sky then there would be tinY mid9ett

under the around.
-

If a harp could call for help, then a trumpet could see the fdture
and.warn cif danger. .

,

If-a goose could lay golden .eggs, a cow could bive oil instead of mil'

)
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From "Sleeping Beauty"

If a Could sleep for a hundred years,a boy might not be able

to sleep t!t all for .a hundred years. .

If a kiss can waken from a magic 'sleep', a touch may cause the

the person to sleep walk.

: From the story of Araohne in Greek Wthology.

If a
r

proud girl canbe turned'into a spider, then a shy girl

might be turned into a butterfly_

After you have done two or three of your own'then*wr1te a story based on

your best "if - then."

5. contradictory or Supporting

)1ead1ng-in this way is more than critical,. It is productive as well,

: -creatively involving the reader in finding ideas beyond the in-formation

supplied

"Fairy,Tale Challeng e". .

Make up a "challenge" to tie way a fairy tale represents fairness or

juStice. For example: "Jack," in "Jack and the Beanstalk" was a thief

and shotpd have lieen jailed. "Prince Charming", did nothing to leserve

as fine a girJ like Cindd'ella. "Goldilocks" deserved to be punished for

going into someone's house and using their t gs 'without asking.

Now take your challerige and argue. Write t

your, statement is true.
7".

ent6ces which "prove"

) .

,r/
s 1

.

OA Trial- ,

,

i

,. .

.

,
.

! /

.

.Stage a Mock tri'al of a folk tale hero in 'ClaSs. Have a prosecuting. '

.

.

,

. attorney makeaiTO§TrOefense att rney--argfor-the-hero'-is freedom,

. [

.

a judge,'a jury, and witneSieS taking ihe part of §-tory characters.
/

/

..,

c ,

i,
.1

.
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jn-Roie Reports .
*".

Have thIldren give story summaries book' tvorts in-character, pre-

tending they are one of the people in the story giving their side of wht

happened. if two chilOrell hace read the same book have themportray

two character's ,who see thiqgs differenily or'bre in tonflict.

I.

:

e

:



Questioning and Attitudes.

#

A question may be defined as a responsd demanding statement. Teachers find

out what ch*ldren know and think by asking questions, They also get children

to part4ipate, and to be involVed by,requiring them to respond to questions.

Effective'work with questions by teachers can help reading attitudes.

Attifude improvement 'is more likely if teaqher questioning strategies lead tbe

child to,ask their own questions. Questions can be used for mahy attitude

related purposes. including:

1.. To give a purpose for ebading and help the child*in predicting

and anticipating thus aid comprehension.,_

2. To help the student beoome sensitive lb his/her own attitudes and pre-

ferences and the influences on them.

1. To help children.express ahd focus cu1 riosity and interest,

4, To heighten sensitivity to mood, expression and deail.

5. To aid thinking an4 tb help children solve problems.

1r

A single question used in the classroom hever appears in isolatiOn.

EaCh one is asked in a context including other questions, individual anj

group experiences, classroom climdte,, relationships amonl"the human beings'

fnvolved, ahd intentions. To be effective in,tuilding improved reading attitudes, ,

question asking or answering strategies will need to:

,

Make'the child feel good, effective and impor:tant.

StimOlate curiosity about reading.

,Involve the child mentally and emotionally with reading . Creaie
pleasant associations that can be transferred to.the reading act.

HOP the 'child to crystalize thillak or to synthesize and focus often

'vague currioities arid ideas gained from. re'ading,

1 5-
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It is not our purpose to disGess the many techniques and app$oaches to

qpestioning. We only want to suggest some ideas that might be used to

enhance readinl attitudes while at the same time helping children improve

comprehension. lasically we want to_just share question developing techniques

.based on a gaming format, and then show ho4 qpestioning can be used in a fiW

activities that can help children become more aware of their own attitudes

toward reading.

Question Games

Associating-games with both questioning and reading serve a multitude

of functions. Games are exciting., motivat'ing and fun.for.chiTdren alrpady

so a technique that has motivaitonal,valUe and pleasant association'is being

Ased. -Hdpefully, the'rUb:Off.or associatiOn of a-pleasant, enjoyable, high:

positive attitude activity will have some influence on readina attitudes. Then

too, games give many children a chat-fee to feel-succes'S they can claim legitimately

as their own even when it is a friend succeeding, Still another optimistie,

possibility js that the external extrinsic reward of winning in the game wfll

provide an incentive to read and work with more energy and invo)vement.

The games discussed here are believed to be skill building games that will

improve qupstioning and listening skills, and provide reinforcement as aid

to memory.

Television has proOded a constantly growing array of imaginative models

0'
of questioning game activities. Many of these can be easily adapted for u5e

with upper elementary and some primary age*chIldren% Game shows which teachers

or,children have watched on morning, afternoon-or even evening television

may be a starting place for children since the enjoyment of the game may carry

over'to reading. If the children have, seen the program they usually.know the

rules of play. They also have seen the difference between good players and

poor pnes. ,Remember, almost all' pi' the examples of 1V games suggest,ed for

rf--f
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adaptation here are iuestion asking and answer hypothesis making rather than

question answering games. The emphasis is on the child thinking about effective

questions and respoys.
%

Some Examples of TV Games

1. "Reading Hollywood Squares"

Nine panelists are chosqp and seated in the pattern of a tic-tac-toe

board. Each panelist has a large.card with an.X on one side and an 0

on the other to be raised at the appropriate time. For each square the

moderator'has a stack of cards tO select from, each with a question about

stories, books or p(59ms. (These-can benade up by the class.)

Each panelist always tries to answer in a convincing manner. The, .

competing,contestants get an opportunity to-get their X or 0 in a square in

turn by trying to determine if the panelist is correct.

2. YI've Got,a Secret Word or Sect:4i Book"

A panel of 4 is selected. Each panelist in turn has a chance to question

.the "guest" for a full minute. At the end of,all the questioning they

try to juess the guest's secret word; book, or character.

"What's My Word" (modeled after the Old "What's My Line" show)

The challengers each try to trap the 4 panelists into a question that

has no for an answer. Ten no answers befo e the panel figures out

,

their secret vocabulary word'or story titl andthey beat th'e panel.
!

M$1tery book charactersdcan also appear to have their ident

*
guessed.

B'1,indfoldS and character costumes add to Vie dramatic fun,

,"TO'Tell the Reading fruth"

A book report summary./ Three people claim to have read that particular book

17
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Or story.and written the report. Only one6f them has actually rea'd it.

The'panel, by questioning each claimant, tries to decide who the real

reader was. Obviously the More the panel members know aboui the book

the better they\will do,

"Reading Jeopardy"

Each of the categorles In thiS game is a story or book type , an .author,

or even.a Ok'cuiarimak, .There are four levels of dtfficulty each with

a different point Value. The contestant whp accumulates a giv6n number of

poti firsf is. ble onner. Points 'are achieved by 'correctly identifying an

4

appropr,9te questiOn. ,The contestants in turn Choose a category and a

\.
.numb6r of points. OriTY. then are they allowed to see the phrase or word for

that category and,level. They must ihen apk a question which would have

the word oe,phrase as Its cor7dt answer. .

Note:An interesting variation is "Jeopardy Checkeri and ehess."

A large checkerboard is made'with a reading related answer on a card

.

taped to each square. Appropriate questions are written on the back of

the card. Chess or Checkers may be played with the difference being that

to 106 oh a space'a plsayer must first be-able to ask the right question. .

)ct

If this cannot be done correctty thelplayer forfeits that turn. (Vocabu-
-:.

4.

lary words, and quesXions may also be used.)

2

6eyond 4 imagination of television 4 number Of questioning activities

Va6ing ih'strutture eon be devised. One/of the advantages of thos4khere is thitt

,they can soMetime be played with little advance preparation by teacher or pupils,

[ThfS makes them more flexible.

v,

I 8



1. SLiplp..4.12_9L_Te_a_cher

This gaming activity is most effectiVe motivationally when the teacher

has a sense' of "theater" and drama. Self assurance is demanded And A

delicate balance where the teacher is central to the theater but the

children are central to the/dama. The operation is simple. During a
*

"given brief time period every day the children are trying to find a question

about stories or books read that the teacher cannot answer. For added

incentive a special reward can Ile,:given to the child who asks the stumper

questfOn and a theatrical emphasis',given to it (a gong,, a scream, a trumpet

blast, lc.) Stumping may end the .game or not depending on tfine and

content factors. If the Same question stump's the teacher for two days in

a row, a special reward may be given.

2.. Questton Bee

This one does require material preparatton. The same prbcedure is used :110k
A

as in a spelling be.e. Flip cards are used. 0ni\ete6h is the name of a

. )

story or book 6at,the children have read or a neW reading vocabulary word. ,

ct.

A card is flippe'd eVerY-3-5 questions. A spinner or set of cards with

question words-in random'order is also needed. -Each child'in turn gets

tospintor take a card. He or she must then.ask a valid question using

the question word or,yocabulary word or about the story or book.

5 an'd 10

This is a)guessing game in which the chtldren are trYing to guess the ,

name of a story, book, 6arkter, or setting. Childrien are divided into

OmpetingArOups,of 3 to 5. 'Each group in turn gets to ask a question

with a yes-no,ansWer. Twoor three groups playing at a time work. best.

All groups have 5 minutes to.pl'an their Strategie.s.
t

Their first optiOn
v

is whether t* want to ask 5 qUestions or 10 questions. If they choose
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to ask only 6 questions 'hey get a written clue Wore they ask their,
:

questions and anotherk the end Of the questioning. The fir'st groul') to

discover the answer wins the round.

A Million and 4111w

Divide the class into groups ofthree o five children. Each group

has a secretary. Large sheets of newsprint or several chalk board areas work

fgh

best so that the whole group can look-at the winner's' list. All the groups

are then given a "mystery" from a book, poem or story. ,It may be a sentence

a charact6-'s name, a statement about the plot, -- etc. Each group then

tries within an alloted period of ilime to come up with as many,queTtions -as

they, can .relating to that mystery. 'For skilled questioners each mysterY may-

be limited to one particular question word ( o what, when, where, whY, how

The WhO? What? When? How.the

'This is a timed team.relay. The team iS Oven a story or book 'title. The,

members"lYf the team then ask questions about:hat story startirig With a

different \pestion word. If a team member:uses a question Word that has

already been used he or she is told immediattly andjilust try again. The

team's total time is recorded and compared against other teams. General

. questions (like - Who' was the main character? What was.the setting? How

did it end?, etc.) are not allowed.

6. Question Answer Ping Pong
,/

This is a two player game. The server names a story ,or book and 'gives

a specific. fact_about it. The-rviceiver-counters_wittla specific question

reTated 'to the fact. The statements and questions continue until,one

player cannot respond. Serves are alternated.. Time limits Are enforced.

The winner is the first to get ftve points..



7 Bie_l_he_re DO YIN Find It" Game

A panel is selected. The class then may ask the panel questions

referring to books, poems, Or stories. Each qUestioner identifies a

single panel member for his or her question. The panel does not have to

answer the question but they must be able to identify where the answer

could be found. Am/One who can stump a member of the panel can replace

that perSon. Guessing should be _encouraged but any answr may be challenged.

Questions for S,elf Awareness of Reding Attitudes

Questioning activitits can help students become more sensitive to and aware

-oi their own'feelings :toward read4ng and reading materials. They cab also be

used to-help students gain perspective about,how others feel toward reading.

A clear understanding of one's own attitudes is crucial to improvement.

Many si6dents cannot clearly describe how or why they feel'toward reading as

they 46. 'In 'some ctses-itmay be sufficient to help a child clarifY'his or

'her feelings. A

/

The following techniques tnvolve the student in questioninglictiiities .1' .

related to hiliself or herself and the reading art.

1. This Story (Book) ahd Me

This activity involves a series of self addressed questions through

which the child asks how he/she relates to the book or story.

Typical questfons could be:

How am I like a character in this story?

How is this character aifferent from me?

Would I want to do what the main character did?
/

21
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Would I have acted the same way as bre-- character in this situation?

Questions can be provided by the teacher or brainstormed by th5,class.

2, What Kind of "Things" do.you Read Most?

This activity is a comparison thinking response asking the child to

weigh priorities.

Example: "lb

4.

Which do you read 'most? Rank order these from Most read to least read.

Books

Magazines
;

Short Stories.

Newspapers

-Comic Books 0

Food Boxes and Cans

LAters-

Junk Mail°

BiTlboard5

Example:

Which kind of story do you like to read'most? Rank order.

Mysteries

Science Fiction

Fairy Tales

Tall Tales
0

Funny Stories.

Love Stories

Adventure Stories

. Myths

Fables

Spo'rts S ories

t";

e



3. Readlnq Dinion Pole

This lay help the children find interesting books. Have them make

up a list of questions for other children and adults.

Typical question would be:

What is the book you read most recently?

When did you read\it?

What was it about in a few words? .

Woul0 youlrecommen that someone else read it?

What did yOu est about it?

Would yod read fit

Bases' on this

particular month.

. y
;

gAlni
-

Pre
diAl4A

>

e chOdren can do. a "Top 20" chart for a

4.. The children can also g ve their parents or adults they know a list of

'Keeping up Questio iky can compile their resUlts to see itthey feel

adults read to.be iforied.

Questions might incl

1. What was dhe h dlin'e on today'sor yesterday's paper?

2. Why'do you read/nof read the paper?

3. When in the day-do you usually read the paper?

4. What sections of the p4er do you look at most?

5. DO you read ethe paper more oh one particular day? If so, when?

5. Still another pole that-children might take would be of people in jobs.they
r

think they might like to have, Have them identify a few-such jobsAnd

interview someonein that job to iind out such things as:

Do you have to read as part of your job?

Does your reading eVer make your.job easier?

Did you have to read,to get eady for your job?

What kinds of'things do you read, on the 'Job?
2,
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A Final Statement

We have presented here a sampling of ideas and techniies which.we feel

will hold some promis4 fo.r some teachers and some.children to improve reading

attitudes. We 'think-that these ideas are at least not contradictive of any

of the sound reearch and may be supporte&to at least some degree.

Through -creative techniques and approaches we can improve reading

attitudes and therefore reading ability when we:

1.. Help students feel Imitter about themslves,bore positive about

reading.

2. Help students feel a need for books and reading in their present and

future lives.

3. Help students find vital and personally important .purposes

for qading.

4. Help students to spark their own curiosity and find important ways.to

"do something" with some of their reading.

t

,

.3,
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